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SCOTLAND IS GOING GREENER.
FASTER.
If you’re looking for green opportunities
which enhance wellbeing and deliver strong
commercial returns, there’s never been
a better time to invest in Scotland.

Delivering the transformation to net zero requires
large scale investment. We are mobilising public
and private capital to power this transition and
provide significant investment opportunities.

Scotland is a global leader in tackling
climate change. In direct response to the
Paris Agreement, our landmark Climate
Change Act is the toughest, most ambitious
legislative framework in the world with a legal
target for net zero emissions by 2045.

Internationally recognised as the powerhouse of
Europe for renewable energy, we have developed
an early foothold in developing net zero solutions,
products and processes that we export across
the world - from emerging tidal and marine
energy to world-class offshore energy expertise.

This visionary green investment portfolio
is an important part of our innovative,
strategic approach. Supported by a stable
policy and regulatory framework, we are
determined to end our contribution to
climate change within a generation.

With full commitment to tackling climate change,
you can leverage historic levels of public support,
and take advantage of our investor-friendly policies.
Invest in Scotland and together we can embrace
the opportunities of a greener future.

£3bn

of green investment
opportunities in projects
and companies coming on
stream in Scotland by 2022

NET
ZERO

Scotland has one of the world’s
most progressive timelines
towards net zero emissions.
We are going greener. Faster.
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EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
	Scotland led the world into the industrial age. We are now
re-imagining not just our environment and use of resources,
but also our cities, our energy and how our economy works
for the benefit of all.

l

	Scotland is capitalising on our strengths in innovation and our
highly skilled population and world class universities to develop net
zero solutions, technologies and expertise for global markets.

l

	Our climate change plan is being updated to set out clear policies
to meet our ambitious targets including timescales for regulation
to give you certainty and help you plan your investments.

l

	Our Economic Strategy sets out our ambition to build an
economy which is more equal, inclusive and sustainable one which is more resilient in the face of climate change,
and the many other global challenges we face.

l
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EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
	Our commitment to a green economic recovery which
improves the wellbeing of our citizens is underpinned by
an open and transparent investment environment, making
Scotland a compelling destination for green investment.

l

TALENTED
WORKFORCE

LOW CARBON
FUTURE

INNOVATION
POWERHOUSE

STRONG,
COLLABORATIVE
INDUSTRIES

	Scotland has globally competitive sectors and industries —
from our legacy in wind power generation to our emerging
strengths in marine energy and hydrogen production.

l

	Scotland has a rich history of innovation. We are a ‘living lab’
open to investment in cutting-edge innovation and developing
solutions to help power our transition to net zero.

l

	Drawing on our mature investment ecosystem, partnerships with
globally competitive businesses and a thriving start-up community,
it’s clear why international investors are choosing Scotland.

l
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AN ABSOLUTE COMMITMENT

	We want to make it rewarding for you
to come with us on this journey. The
range of opportunities you will find in this
portfolio will expand over time to reflect
Scotland’s journey toward net-zero.

l

	We are investing alongside you through
our Enterprise agencies and the new
Scottish National Investment Bank.
From grant funding to accelerate new low
carbon technologies, to co-investment,
Scotland welcomes long term investors.

l

	We are updating our infrastructure investment
priorities, our planning framework and aligning
our public spending to deliver a just transition
to net-zero and deliver this unprecedented
social and economic opportunity.

l
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A CLEAR ROUTE TO 2045
Scotland is leading the way in setting a
clear net-zero transition plan to provide
business and investors with certainty.
Our Climate Change Plan update outlines key
policy interventions in the following sectors:
• Agriculture
•	Buildings, residential and services
• Electricity
• Industries
•	Land use change and forestry
• Transport
• Waste

Policy commitments
2020 • 100% of electricity from renewables by 2020

• 	Scottish National Investment Bank launch
with a mission to net zero
• 	Invest £1.6 billion over the next five years in
transforming our buildings
• 	Invest £500 million in active travel over the
next five years
• 	Invest £100 million in a Green Jobs Fund over
the next five years to support businesses to grow
• 	Agricultural Transformation Programme launch:
initial £40 million investment to support those
who manage our land to take action to
net-zero target

2021 • 	Host COP26 in Glasgow
2022 • 	Ban priority single use items

• 	Deposit return scheme operational

2024 • 	All new homes to use renewable or low carbon/
zero emission heat by 2024
• 	Plant 18,000 hectares of new forest annually
by 2024

2025 • 	Recycle 70% of all waste by 2025

• 	Create at least 20 electric towns and cities by
2025
• 	Reduce food waste by one third by 2025
(from 2013 baseline)

2030 • 	75% emissions reduction target (on 1990 baseline)
• 	50% of Scotland’s heat, transport and electricity
to be supplied by renewable sources
• 	130,000 hectares of new woodland creation
• 	Restore 40% (250,000 hectares) of degraded
peatland with £250 million invested in peatland
restoration by 2030

2032 • 	Phase out new petrol and diesel vehicles by 2032
2035 • 	Reduce emissions from Scotland’s railways to zero
by 2035
• 	Decarbonise Scotland’s passenger rail services
by 2035

2040 • 	90% emission reduction target (on 1990 baseline)
• 	Eliminate emissions from heating by 2040 and
remove energy efficiency as a driver of fuel
poverty
• 	Highlands & Islands – World’s first net zero
aviation region by 2040 – trials begin in 2021

2045 • 	NET ZERO emissions in Scotland
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AN ENVIRONMENT BUILT FOR SUCCESS
Reliable and progressive regulation and policy. Local investment partners.
Clear planning. There’s never been a better time to do business in Scotland.
Predictable planning
Count on straight-forward planning systems
in Scotland to unlock sites and deliver
development, including Master Planning
zones and a coordinated approach to
connectivity between sites and cities.

Creative financing
Scotland invented modern banking. Now,
our innovative growth accelerator models
mean local authorities can build enabling
infrastructure against future income,
unlocking major complex sites for you.

Team Scotland
We’re small enough to get leadership
and decision-makers into a room quickly
for you. Single points of contact will
make every project stage easy.

Local Investment Partners
We’ve established an Energy Investment
Fund and are launching a National Investment
Bank. Through these investment channels
we stand ready to invest alongside you as we
deliver Scotland’s low carbon economy.

Excellent infrastructure
Scotland is on the doorstep of the world, with
transport, connectivity and infrastructure
to make your investment a success.

investment

opportunities
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PORTFOLIO

Aberdeen Hydrogen Development Programme
Description
Aberdeen is one of Europe’s pioneering hydrogen cities with an existing fleet of hydrogenfueled vehicles that is set to expand from 2020, creating an opportunity to attract investment
in transport and infrastructure to deliver commercial scale renewable hydrogen production and
supply. The potential applications of hydrogen for decarbonisation of energy are wide-ranging, with
opportunities for use in heat, industrial energy demand, and energy storage, as well as transport.
Aberdeen is uniquely placed to capitalise on this opportunity given the existing skills and technical
capabilities of companies operating in the oil and gas sector. The Aberdeen Hydrogen Programme
will use renewable hydrogen across the transport sector and facilitate the application of zerocarbon fuel in domestic / commercial heat and industry in the region. The potential economic
benefits of being at the forefront of this transition are significant with the potential to unlock
new economic opportunities worth upwards of £700m gross value add to Scotland’s economy
by 2030, as well as thousands of high-value jobs in Aberdeen and the surrounding region.
Aberdeen has over five years of experience in delivering Hydrogen infrastructure and transport projects
with international and local partners. The relative maturity of transport applications in the region
mean that we can offer the best opportunities for private sector investment in hydrogen production
and applications. Given the focus on low carbon alternatives hydrogen transport as well as industrial
and heating application demand could grow significantly over the next decade and beyond.

£

Value

£250m

green

Investment Sector

£

Thousands of jobs in
and around Aberdeen

>£700m Gross Value Added
to Scotland by 2030

Aberdeen Hydrogen Hub
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Figure 1.
Aberdeen Hydrogen
Development Programme
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Phase 1: Road Transport focus, MW scale

Export
Markets

Phase 2: Other Transport, multi-MW scale
Phase 3:
		
		

Economy-wide hydrogen roll-out
Further low-carbon and renewable energy sector development
Expansion of local skill bse and supply chains

flexible

Investment

Located in

Aberdeen
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Key facts

Project Activity

Promoters
Aberdeen City Council
and North East partners

• Determine the economic and financial case for the development of
a commercial hydrogen production and supply facility in Aberdeen.

Value
c. £250m
Sector
Green Investment
Location
Aberdeen City and Region
Investment Type
Flexible
Website
www.h2aberdeen.com

PORTFOLIO

• Establish the level of intervention (creation of hydrogen demand)
required to enable the private sector to invest in the hydrogen market.
• Establish a hydrogen demand profile for the next 5-10 years through
engagement with industry, business and public sector partners.
Investment Requirement
Aberdeen City Council is seeking investment and development
partners for a c. £250 million initial investment in the hydrogen
development programme will include a range of strategic
infrastructure and market development projects.
The City Council is open to a variety of investor involvement to include
debt and equity partners, co-investment, and development funding.
This is an early stage opportunity to shape the programme and offers
the potential for a long-term relationship with this public sector partner.
The Aberdeen Hydrogen Hub business case demonstrates a positive
return on investment with wider positive impacts the national economy.

SDI CONTACT
WEBSITE: www.sdi.co.uk/greeninvestment
EMAIL: capitalinvestmentenquiries@scotent.co.uk
TEL: +44 300 013 2734
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Inverurie Energy ParkAgile Energy Recovery (Inverurie) ltd
Description
Agile Energy Recovery Ltd is developing a low carbon energy park near Inverurie. The power plant is due to
come online in 2022 and construction work is expected to start in 2020, following successful planning and
licensing applications. The development is a renewable energy park with community owned district heating
infrastructure and extending to rural areas with heat batteries. It will produce 35MWe and up to 70MWth.
The heat component is to be gifted to a newly formed and registered Community Energy Company. The
project will catalyse a community district heating scheme in Inverurie, and potential exists to extend the
scheme to augment Aberdeen’s CHP scheme with low carbon heat and power.
The project has identified and secured the best brownfield site in the region with low planning hurdles. The
location lends itself well to the development of an extensive heat network in the immediate locale with plans
to provide a high power EV charging network along the route. Plans are also proposed to supply and accept
heat from the Arjowiggins Fine Papers Mill at Stoneywood.

£

Value

£200m

energy

and circular
economy sector

debt (80%)
equity (20%)

Located in

inverurie

Aberdeenshire
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Key facts

Description (continued)

Promoters
Agile Energy Recovery
(Inverurie) Ltd

The project has partnered with Energy4All the UK’s largest community
energy enabler to assist the community energy cooperative to build,
own and operate the district heating network into which the project will
supply free heat as its contribution to the local community.

Sector
Energy and circular economy
Location
Inverurie, Aberdeenshire
Planning status
Planning application
lodged March 2020.
No problems anticipated
Investment Type
Debt (80%) and
Equity (20%)
Website
www.agileenergy.net/inverurie/
www.agileenergy.net/

PORTFOLIO

The project will use proven technology with an integrated advanced
design approach that will enhance both overall and electrical efficiency
by around 30% compared with competitive design approaches and
project development strategies.
The project will produce around 35MWe, enough electricity to power
56,000 average UK homes and up to 70 MWth delivering heat for up
to 40,000 homes.
Investment Requirement
£200m sought - to be invested in both the Power Plant build and the
District Heating Network. Flexible debt and equity mix to suit new and
existing investors is required.

SDI CONTACT
WEBSITE: www.sdi.co.uk/greeninvestment
EMAIL: capitalinvestmentenquiries@scotent.co.uk
TEL: +44 300 013 2734
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Mossend international railfreight park (mirp)
Description:
Mossend International Railfreight Park (MIRP) is a new rail connected ‘Dry-Port’ with a Rail Freight Terminal
linked directly to the West Coast Main Line with a Rail Freight Distribution Park. The facility will create
200,000 sq m (2.2m sq ft) of state-of-the-art, bespoke, carbon neutral distribution, service and logistics
facilities co-located with a state-of-the-art Railfreight Terminal.
The investment offers:
• 	Planning Permission in Principle consented scheme with detailed consent for the A8 access
and completed construction of the M8 overbridge.
• 	Direct access to the West Coast Mainline (WCML) and UK international seaports.
• 	Direct access to the Central Scotland A8-M8 Trunk Road system with connections M74/M73
and Scottish motorway network.
The investment creates:
• 	Expanded Railhead and new Railfreight Terminal including 8 No. Euro-Standard 775m sidings; electric
autonomous cranes and an 8500 sq m cross-docking facility.
• 	210,000 sq m of consented Class 5 & 6 (Industrial and Distribution) floorspace with supporting
Class 4 (Office) within a dedicated rail-served park.
• 	Blue-Green Eco-Network and a ‘woodland carbon sink’.

£

Value

£200m

freight

and carbon
offset sector

finance

JV or Investment
opportunity

Located in central
scotland
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Key facts

The investment will deliver:

Promoters
PD Stirling Limited /
Trustees of ID Meiklam

• 	An integrated, carbon neutral Railfreight distribution facility (20
ha) transforming economics of Scottish freight logistic. This has
the capacity to save over 200,000 tonnes/carbon/annum.
• 	Enable the transfer of 14,000 HGV movements per week from
road to rail and create a national hub with capacity of 18 million
tonnes/annum throughput supporting other key logistic hubs
in Scotland.

Sector
Logistics, railfreight,
carbon offset, freight
Location
Central Scotland in North Lanarkshire’s
m8/a8 Corridor
Programme
M8 bridge completed 2019
Rail terminal 2022-2023
Railfreight park 2022-2030
Planning Status
Planning permission
in principle
Investment Type
JV Partner / Development
Finance
Website
www.mirp.co.uk

PORTFOLIO

Investment requirement
MIRP creates Scotland’s largest consented Railfreight logistics park
with over £10 million already invested in enabling infrastructure.
Building on the established Mossend Railhead, the opportunity
exists to create a range of joint-venture, partner, operator and equity
investment packages from £30-200million within the phases of
the delivery programme. to create a range of joint-venture, partner,
operator and equity investment packages from £30-200million
within the phases of the delivery programme.

SDI CONTACT
WEBSITE: www.sdi.co.uk/greeninvestment
EMAIL: capitalinvestmentenquiries@scotent.co.uk
TEL: +44 300 013 2734
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Advanced Manufacturing Innovation District Scotland (AMIDS)
Renfrewshire Council
Description
The Advanced Manufacturing Innovation District Scotland (AMIDS) will be an internationallyrecognised centre for advanced manufacturing – ideally placed in Scotland’s industrial heartland.
AMIDS will make Scotland a global leader in advanced manufacturing. It offers
the perfect investment location with established experts, major research centres,
unrivalled connectivity and a highly-skilled regional workforce.
The growing Netherton Campus at AMIDS will be home to the £65million National
Manufacturing Institute Scotland and the £56million Medicines Manufacturing Innovation
Centre. AMIDS is already home to two existing major research centres, operated by the
University of Strathclyde – the new Lightweight Manufacturing Centre and the Advanced
Forming Research Centre, Scotland’s only High Value Manufacturing Catapult centre.
Netherton Campus sits side-by-side with renowned international manufacturers Rolls
Royce, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Peak Scientific, Terumo Aortic and Doosan Babcock.
Located next to Glasgow Airport, Scotland’s principal long-haul airport and largest charter
hub, it has excellent connectivity with Scotland’s national rail and motorway networks.

£

Value

£150m

advanced

manufacturing sector

capital

investment
opportunity

Located in

renfrewshire
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Key facts

Description (continued)

Promoters
Renfrewshire Council

Renfrewshire Council are delivering the site with £44.7m public sector
investment secured for enabling infrastructure including key roads and
bridge connections.

Value
£150m
Sector
Advanced manufacturing
Location
Renfrewshire
Investment Type
Capital
Planning Status
Planning permission in
principle granted; detailed
masterplan will be developed
with partner.
Website
www.paisley.is/amids

Low carbon solutions are at the heart of Renfrewshire Council’s
aspirations and investment for AMIDS; to create a world-class campus
environment that will serve as an example across Scotland and the
UK. Renfrewshire Council’s central role in the development creates a
unique opportunity to demonstrate Scotland’s strengths in innovation,
manufacturing and leadership whilst also responding to the climate
emergency; one that involves close collaboration between investors,
developers, the public sector and occupiers.
To realise this ambition of a net zero carbon future, every level of
the development from the ground up is being considered; providing
appropriate infrastructure, design guides for buildings and the transport
routes to the site. Where appropriate, Renfrewshire Council are looking
to deliver this at an early stage in the project to allow occupiers and
developers alike to link into the opportunities for mutual benefit.
Early opportunities currently being explored include an innovative
solution for on-site generation of renewables using low and zero carbon
technology. Delivery of a fifth-generation heat network to supply low
carbon heat to occupiers would make this the first development of its
kind in Scotland, wholly aligning with the innovation focus of AMIDS.

PORTFOLIO
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Key facts

Description (continued)

Promoters
Renfrewshire Council

Delivering an innovative low carbon energy solution at district level will
help alleviate the challenges and costs associated for developers, helping
to create “a high-quality environment that supports healthy working,
fosters collaboration and promotes sustainability” and reflecting what
modern occupiers are increasingly searching for.

Value
£150m
Sector
Advanced manufacturing
Location
Renfrewshire
Investment Type
Capital
Planning Status
Planning permission in
principle granted; detailed
masterplan will be developed
with partner.
Website
www.paisley.is/amids

PORTFOLIO

Significant investment and flexible development opportunities
on a 52-hectare (128 acre) site include:
• 	Design and build opportunities
• 	Flexible-sized development plots for lease or purchase
• 	Advanced manufacturing
• 	Research & development
• 	Aviation services (including maintenance repair and overhaul,
and cargo).
Investment Requirement
£100m - £150m is required to deliver the full masterplan.
Renfrewshire Council will shortly be launching a procurement exercise
to identify a private sector partner to work in collaboration to deliver
development on the site.
SDI CONTACT
WEBSITE: www.sdi.co.uk/greeninvestment
EMAIL: capitalinvestmentenquiries@scotent.co.uk
TEL: +44 300 013 2734
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CLYDE GATEWAY
Overview
Clyde Gateway has a 20-year programme of investment across the East End of Glasgow and
South Lanarkshire. It is Scotland’s first Green Regeneration and Innovation District.
Just five minutes east of the centre of Glasgow by train, the Clyde Gateway area has benefited
from £1.5 billion (€1.68 billion) investment to date with over 100,000 square metres of awardwinning business space now completed and 3,000 new homes. The area’s accessibility by walking,
cycling, road and rail is already proving a major draw to investors, businesses and residents.
Designated as Scotland’s first Green Regeneration and Innovation District Clyde Gateway
is working to decarbonise travel and energy for homes and businesses and address
the priorities of local people. It provides a model for place-based green regeneration
where people can live and work in a low carbon and resilient community.
Investment to date in Clyde Gateway has been designed to unlock development potential by the
adoption of long-term sustainable approaches to infrastructure reuse and development. Proposals
now include well advanced district heating and cooling alongside climate mitigation measures. New
development in Clyde Gateway can more easily evidence positive environmental and social impacts.

£

Value

£200M

green

regeneration
programme

capital

Investment

Located in

glasgow
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Key facts

Development and Investment Opportunities:

Promoters
Clyde Gateway
Developments Ltd

Clyde Gateway offers a range of potential short, medium- and longer-term investment opportunities
across all sectors including commercial, residential and hotel. Investment in regeneration areas
can encourage circularity in the Built Environment. Current opportunities are centered on
the areas served by the Dalmarnock train station at the heart of Clyde Gateway.

Value
£200m with £1.5bn
invested to date
Sector
3 upgraded rail stations/
pilot site for 5th generation
energy systems
Award winning public realm
and commercial property
already in place 6,000 jobs
attracted to the area
Planning Status
Planning permission
in principle in place
Website
www.clydegateway.com
www.magentapark.co.uk

PORTFOLIO

Dalmarnock - is a mixed-use development including proposed new and redeveloped workplaces
and new homes. It is served by a refurbished railway station, bus infrastructure, walking and cycling
routes. The area will be served by a new £6m Combined Heat & Power District Heating System.
The environmental approach to the masterplan includes infrastructure reuse and development
as well as climate mitigation measures. Capacity for new low carbon development includes:
• 	9,900 sq m HQ office and 6,960 sq m of hybrid industrial space (fully consented)
• 	120 bed hotel
• 	10,000 sq m riverside development opportunity
• 	Circa 350 residential units
• 	3,800 sq m Purifier Studios Creative Workspace.
Magenta - is the adaptive reuse of a brownfield site with planning consent for over 110,000 sq m of
development. As a pilot site for 5th generation energy systems which focus on low temperature closed
loop systems with heat pump technology linked to individual buildings Magenta has the potential to
increase the take-up of renewable technologies and make them more cost efficient and effective.
The project would integrate with other energy projects at Dalmarnock and utilise the
SMART Bridge to deliver the low temperature ambient loop to serve Magenta.
A partnership with Highbridge Properties Plc, Magenta offers the opportunity for £200
million (€235 million) investment – investor, equity, co-development, development funder,
and construction partners with additional investment opportunities in the wider area.

SDI CONTACT
WEBSITE: www.sdi.co.uk/greeninvestment
EMAIL: capitalinvestmentenquiries@scotent.co.uk
TEL: +44 300 013 2734
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Michelin Scotland Innovation Parc (MSIP)
Description
Michelin Scotland Innovation Parc (MSIP) involves the repurposing of an existing factory of 70,000 sq m
and the creation of a new 20,000sqm development/ investor proposition to form an Innovation Parc. This
is an industrial regeneration project focussed on sustainable mobility and low carbon energy.
The MSIP project is being promoted by a public-private joint venture partnership called Michelin Scotland
Innovation Parc Ltd, whose partners are Michelin, Scottish Enterprise and Dundee City Council.
The site includes the existing Michelin Tyre Factory and the intention is to re-purpose the buildings
and complex to form the bulk of the Innovation Parc (with selective demolitions and additions).
The ‘Green Space’ is within the site and is currently used as recreational open space, but it is
proposed to work towards developing 10 ‘high spec’ buildings of c.2000 sq m each to accommodate
potential end users and occupiers who want to be associated with the Innovation Parc, but
either do not wish or are not able to be accommodated within the existing buildings.

£

Value

£25M

sustainable

mobility and
low carbon energy

flexible

Investment

Located in

dundee
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Key facts

Investment Requirement

Promoters
MSIP Ltd
Value
£25m

£25 million is being sought initially to be invested in the ‘Green Space’
– an area identified for new Class 4 (Business) and Class 5 (General
Industrial) sustainable buildings to accommodate end users and
occupiers who wish to co-locate with other sustainable mobility and low
carbon businesses.

Sector
Sustainable mobility and
low carbon energy

Flexible debt and equity investment is being sought to help develop
the ‘Green Space’. This is an early stage investment opportunity
and a partnership approach is anticipated.

PORTFOLIO

Location
Dundee
Investment Type
Flexible
Planning Status
Existing use
Website:
www.msipdundee.com

SDI CONTACT
WEBSITE: www.sdi.co.uk/greeninvestment
EMAIL: capitalinvestmentenquiries@scotent.co.uk
TEL: +44 300 013 2734
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Hunterston PARC - Peel Ports
Description
Hunterston Port and Resource Centre (‘PARC’) is the complete re-development of the 320acre
deep-water port and marine yard on the North Ayrshire coast, 40 minutes from Glasgow.
There are 3 core pillars to the site development – Marine, Port activity and Industrial use.
One of the opportunities is to support new power generation consistent with the national goals
and the creation of an eco-system of power generators with new energy-intensive industry.
Recognised as offering unique infrastructure to support advances in renewable energy, the blue
economy and the circular economy, the site has positive policy status and financial support from
the local authority, Scottish and UK Governments. The University of Strathclyde, the Offshore
Renewable Energy Catapult and other agencies have participated in developing for the PARC
to become a focal point for research as well as new commercial partnerships. Such work includes
modelling the PARC to support subsidy-free energy production with appropriate investment.

£

Value

£135m

renewable
energy,

industrial

equity

Investment

Located in

hunterston
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Key facts
Promoters
Peel Ports Group, Scottish
Enterprise, North Ayrshire
Council, University
of Strathclyde.
Sector
Energy, Industrial
Location
Hunterston, North Ayrshire
Planning status
Planning permission
for secured for
some projects.
National Planning
Framework 3 support
Investment Type
Ranging from large-scale
development and codevelopment to early-stage
equity investment
Website
www.hunterstonparc.com

Eco-friendly business space

Three potential energy investment opportunities
exist with the Industrial pillar at the PARC:
1. Infrastructure for the energy transition: Facilitated by Peel Ports,
the infrastructure to serve the £20bn UK market for construction
of floating offshore wind farms and the £70bn expenditure
on decommissioning and recycling assets from the oil sector.
This will include upgrading the marine yard, re-using key assets
for Scotland and home of one of the world’s largest dry docks.
Recognising the national requirement for alternative energies,
there is support from globally-renowned energy participants
make the facility an attractive infrastructure investment for those
focussing on energy transition. Floating wind turbines will transform
the potential for new, low-cost renewable power generation.
2. Innovative new industry: Early stage equity participation in new
energy-intensive processing enterprises supporting the circular
economy. The PARC is attracting innovative commercial ventures,
applying new scientific solutions to address important challenges such
as the conversion of plastic to new products and hydrogen. These
ventures seek funding to support asset-backed investment on site.
3. New power generation: Development and ongoing management
of new power generation facilities. With high-capacity grid access
potential, incumbent private wire demand and the opportunity
to bring feedstock by sea, rail and road, the PARC has attracted
interest from power generators targeting renewable and transitional
technologies such as hydrogen, waste and biomass. With labour in
the area and the UK National Grid seeking load stabilisation solutions
at the site, there is policy support for development at Hunterston.

PORTFOLIO
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Key facts
Promoters
Peel Ports Group, Scottish
Enterprise, North Ayrshire
Council, University
of Strathclyde.
Sector
Energy, Industrial
Location
Hunterston, North Ayrshire
Planning status
Planning permission
for secured for some
projects. National Planning
Framework 3 support
Investment Type
Ranging from large-scale
development and codevelopment to early-stage
equity investment
Website
www.hunterstonparc.com

Eco-friendly business space
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The energy development focus is on low carbon, green industries
on a brownfield site, and will enable advanced technologies
to be applied commercially. Peel Ports and partners have
the potential to explore infrastructure development to
embrace the latest eco-friendly engineering methods.
Hunterston PARC offers the opportunity to participate
in a transformational project for Scotland: a range of
facilities that will enable new technologies to reach
commercial scale and so propel the Green Agenda.
Investment Requirement
Infrastructure for the energy transition: Co-development
investment in the range of £10 - £30m.
Innovative new industry: Early-stage and growth stage
equity participation in the range £0.5 - £5m. Activities
seeking investment capital include plastic to hydrogen, waste
processing, alternative materials to plastic packaging.
New power generation: Development investment in the
range of £30m - £100m. Technologies seeking investment
capital include waste to energy, amongst others.
SDI CONTACT
WEBSITE: www.sdi.co.uk/greeninvestment
EMAIL: capitalinvestmentenquiries@scotent.co.uk
TEL: +44 300 013 2734
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Pi Polymer Recycling - Large Rigid Plastic Recycling
Description
Pi Polymer Recycling Ltd has developed an infra-red optical sorting system that separates whole mixed dense
plastics, then cleans, shreds and granulates them to produce a valuable flake for sale to plastic manufacturers.
Waste plastics that are currently disposed into landfill sites, or into the world’s oceans, are thus recovered in
a circular solution.
The site for the plant is within one of Scotland’s largest integrated waste management facilities at
Binn Waste Management, Glenfarg, Perthshire. Building and plant design has been completed and
has planning permission approved.
The system that we have designed recovers and recycles more than 80% of the waste feedstock
supplied to Pi.
It:
•	Upcycles mixed streams of large rigid plastics from households and industry into separated washed
regrind and pelletised polymers.
•	
Offers toll washing services for any rigid plastics and recycles single stream large rigid plastics
(mixed polyolefin separation - up to 6 polymers).
•	Provides a base for new bolt on plastics processing technologies to add value to plastics recycling systems.
•	Provides supply chain innovation and partnership opportunities.
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Key facts
Promoters:
Pi Polymer Recycling Ltd
Value
in the region of £3m for first
phase with potential for over
£30m in 10 years
Sector
Plastics recycling
Location
Binn Eco Park, Glenfarg,
Perthshire
Investment Type
Principally equity
Planning Status
Planning approval secured
Websites
www.pipolymerrecycling.com
www.binngroup.co.uk

Circular Economy and Recycling

We have a strong network of contacts with suppliers of large mixed rigid plastic waste in Scotland including
form Local Authorities, private waste collectors and others, and have confirmed the availability of sufficient
feedstock to supply our first facility, which will have capacity to process 12,000 tonnes of waste plastics a year
on a single shift basis and will be built at Glenfarg in Perthshire.
The current status of the project is as follows:
•	Extensive due diligence has been undertaken and a grant of £575k from Zero Waste Scotland towards
the project’s capital costs has been secured.
•	The company’s sponsors / founding shareholders have injected equity capital to pay for plant design,
planning, and other initial setup costs.
•	The company has secured advance EIS approval from HMRC for the benefit of future investors,
who will be able to offset the cost of their investment against their income tax.
•	A strong and experienced team of advisers has been appointed totake the project forward to full
implementation, commissioning and tender the plant and equipment required.
Our advanced large rigid plastics recycling facility model is unique:
•	By separating plastics prior to size reduction, we can easily colour separate plastics to create higher
value outputs.
•	We can recycle more than 88% (our aim is 95%) of plastic waste that we receive into a flake ready for
sale to plastic processors in a complete circular economy solution. The feedstock that we process would
otherwise be incinerated or sent to landfill causing environmental contamination.
•	Demand for our product is currently high and the market into which we sell is expanding.
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Key facts
Promoters
Pi Polymer Recycling Ltd
Value
in the region of £3m for first
phase with potential for over
£30m in 10 years
Sector
Plastics recycling
Location
Binn Eco Park, Glenfarg,
Perthshire
Investment Type
Principally equity
Planning Status
Planning approval secured
Websites
www.pipolymerrecycling.com
www.binngroup.co.uk
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In summary, Pi Polymer Recycling will responsibly and profitably contribute to transforming
the plastics waste recycling industry initially in Scotland and thereafter throughout the
United Kingdom through the roll-out of our large rigid plastics recycling facilities. This
development programme will result in major environmental and economic benefits and
create a highly cash generative, profitable and valuable trading business.
Our large rigid plastics recycling facilities are highly scalable to meet market needs, with Pi’s
objective being to open another 10 – 15 strategically located plants around the UK servicing
our feedstock (suppliers of the plastic waste) and offtake (purchasers of our recycled
product) partners, creating employment and significantly reducing plastics contamination
of the environment.
Investment Requirement
The primary sponsors, who are the company’s current Board of Directors, are flexible in
terms of the mix of debt and equity mix to suit new and existing investors is required.
We are now seeking a funding partner to work alongside us to complete the funding for the
initial plant at Glenfarg (capital cost £2.56m), and subsequent roll out of a programme of a
large rigid recycling facilities in Scotland, the rest of the UK, and, internationally.
£1.9 million is being sought in this funding round, which will be invested in the Glenfarg Plant.
Stabilised EBITDA is forecast at £690k. The project IRR over 10 yrs. is 21.4%, and the
payback period is estimated at 3.7 yrs.
It is anticipated that there will be a subsequent roll-out of multiple facilities across the UK
which will also be seeking to attract investment funding.

SDI CONTACT
WEBSITE: www.sdi.co.uk/greeninvestment
EMAIL: capitalinvestmentenquiries@scotent.co.uk
TEL: +44 300 013 2734
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PeddleSmart
Overview
PeddleSmart is seeking investment to accelerate the UK-based production of their unique zero-carbon
vehicles, which have appeal in the commercial and consumer marketplaces, as well as supporting with publicsector emission, efficiency and active travel targets. The company has already gained support from key
partners including Scottish Power Energy Networks, Scottish Enterprise, The University of Edinburgh,
The University of Strathclyde, and EIT Climate-KIC, and has received public and private investment
of £725k in 2019.
With a range of products currently in the development and testing phase, the brand has already secured
more than 70 pilot and trial agreements (including with the NHS, Social Bite, Zedify and a number of City
and County Councils in England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland). The trials support businesses with operational
decisions around fleet percentages and will help to secure the initial orders required for when the final models
roll-off the production line early Q3 2020.
PeddleSmart’s zero-carbon vehicles offer a low-cost, healthy and planet-friendly way to transport people,
products and things. The company has developed its FlexiQuad™ range of pedal-powered, electric assist
vehicles to be durable, affordable and most importantly, to support towns and cities with tackling urban
transport planning challenges.
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Key facts
Promoters
PeddleSmart Ltd
EBITA fig
c. £43m (assuming
investment secured)
Sector
Electric Vehicles and
low-carbon transport

Innovation and Technology

More than 33% of all emissions in the UK come from transport and the FlexiQuads are designed
for commercial or private use to help meet climate and active travel targets. PeddleSmart’s sales
forecast with support of the Green Investment Portfolio is 13,887 FlexiQuad vehicles (201923), which is considerably less than the UK volumes of 36 million (cars and LGV). So, if 1%
adoption in the UK B2B and B2C markets the saving will be 170,000 tCO2e (per annum).
The FlexiQuad™ supports every transport sector, overcomes most current challenges
and has been designed to break down the barriers that prevent cycles from becoming
the main transport method for freight and people carrying in the last mile.

Location
Scotland

One FlexiQuad™ connects to a range of interchangeable attachments to move people, freight, hot
or cold food, or tools and machinery easily, and bespoke models have been developed for Council
maintenance teams and waste collection, food deliveries, freight, and passenger carrying. They do
not require any special licenses, tax or permits for them to be in operation and they can be safely
used in shared pedestrian areas, traffic-restricted zones and in cycle lanes and bus lanes.

Investment Type
All investment types
considered

FlexiQuads™ are a UK manufacturing first, with production in Scotland. PeddleSmart is
dedicated to helping local communities by offering genuine employment opportunities
to local people, including those faced with barriers to employment.

Planning status
N/A

Investment Requirement

Website
www.peddlesmart.com
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£725,000 already secured through public and private investment, with a further £1million sought
to accelerate production and sales fulfilment following additional regional interest and to create
an additional 100 jobs.
All forms of investment structures considered. The investment will be used to accelerate production.
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Forev Ltd
Description
Forev Ltd. is developing and building a network of public charge-points for electric vehicle charging across
Scotland to support the decarbonisation of the transport sector, for the benefit of all.
There is an anticipated need for 10,000 public charge-points in Scotland by 2025, whereas there are
approximately 1500 at present. These public charge points will provide charging services to an expected
1 million electric vehicles in Scotland by 2030.
In preparation for the mass adoption of electric vehicles, Forev’s initial strategy will be to install around 700
fast and rapid charge-points in Scotland by 2022, which will give them a significant share of the early market
alongside the existing publicly owned network. Further investment of up to £40m will deliver a further 4300
charge-points through organic growth and acquisition by 2025 giving Forev a 50% share of the expected market.
Having fully reviewed the emerging market opportunity and its associated risks, Forev have entered the market
as an owner and operator of a network of publicly accessible fast and rapid chargers. The business has installed
its first charge-points in Glasgow and is generating revenues from these. The company aims to have almost all
its charge points directly connected to Scotland’s electricity distribution network. This will allow it to purchase
electricity competitively on the wholesale market and will simplify the future sale of the business at an appropriate
stage. Forev use charging equipment and operational and billing platforms provided by SWARCO eVolt, a
market leading provider of smart charging technology solutions.
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Key facts
Promoters
Forev Ltd
Scale of investment
c.£5m for first phase with
potential for additional
investment of up to £40m
over 5 years to develop
upside opportunity
Sector
Low carbon transition /
Electric vehicle charging
infrastructure
Location
Multiple locations across
Scotland
Investment Type
Equity
Website
https://forev.co.uk/
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Given the strategic importance of charge point locations, Forev have developed several strategic
relationships, some of which are exclusive, with key property developers and industry representative
bodies. These agreements incentivise the company’s partners to identify high quality sites, accelerating
the growth of its network throughout Scotland. Forev will enter into formal leases with the landowner
at each charger location. Lease terms are expected to be around 10 years at each site.
The company aim to build out its network over a five-year period. By the end of year 3 it is expected that
the network will be two thirds complete, by which point the business is forecast to be EBITDA positive.
To date, Forev have assembled a group of experienced staff and directors with the skills, connections
and electricity network knowledge to:
•	enable a faster and cheaper roll out of the EV charging infrastructure.
•	manage the business in the early stages and beyond.
•	recruit further experienced staff as and when required.
Investment Requirement
The initial round funding requirement is c.£5m, which will accelerate growth through providing
working capital to a proven business model. The Initial capital raised by Forev will be deployed into:
•	Capital expenditure – in the first two years the business will fund some of its capital expenditure
through asset finance or grant income but some costs will be funded from investment proceeds.
•	Working capital - in the first two years to fund site development and construction costs until
commissioning is complete when grants can be claimed, and asset finance drawn down.
•	Overheads – to cover the overheads associated with delivering first c700 charge-points.
The company anticipates being EBITDA positive within three years of the initial investment.
Year five EBITDA is forecast to be c.£8m. This earnings profile will generate an expected post-tax
IRR of c.37%, with a return on investment multiple of approximately five times the initial investment.
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SCOTLAND IS READY.
WE’D LOVE TO WELCOME YOU
Scotland is set up for forward-thinking investors who want
certainty, connected thinking and courageous leadership.
The transition to a net-zero future is happening in Scotland.
We are creating opportunities for investment, innovation
and sustainable economic growth and jobs.
If you want to see what a low carbon future looks
like you should be in Scotland. Now.
CapitalInvestmentEnquiries@scotent.co.uk
www.sdi.co.uk/greeninvestment
+44 300 013 2734
Whereas every effort has been made to ensure that the information in this document is accurate
the Scottish Government nor its agencies does not accept any liability for errors, omissions or
misleading statements, and no warranty is given or responsibility accepted as to the standing
of any individual, firm, company or other organisation mentioned. Investors will need to
undertake their own due-diligence in conjunction with individual project promotors/sponsors
in relation to the detailed project investment opportunities presented in this prospectus.

